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PROLOGUE

Born to this cradle below the stars, not unlike those who carried the torch
before. We are, indeed, not the first to call this world our home. Bright-
eyed and naive, our earliest ancestors wandered forth as the sun set on
the age of man and rose for Mammalæ. The ruins of their magnificent
civilization would be both the foundation and inspiration for our own.

With pup-like wonder we took the first steps on a perilous journey—a
charter from the gods themselves—to make this place our home. A place
to plant our crops and a safe place to raise our young. This world was
surely heaven, for we knew nothing else.
I penned those words in my years of wide-eyed wonder. And deplorable
ignorance. There I existed comfortably in the confines of my own mind,
free from the burdens of the world outside.

Here, lessons were learnt by one’s own skin, and often too late. There
was nothing quite like a sudden demonstration of one’s own mortality
to purge the mind of any and all flowery pretense. And there was
nothing quite like the lingering smell of rotting flesh to shake one from
the deepest waking dream.

Even if one had been sleeping all one’s life.
With an agonizing snort, I escaped the nightmare, my body arching

as consciousness found my flesh. My heart pounded in my chest. Two
wild, scared eyes shot open in perfect darkness. All scents, apart from
our own coats, were unfamiliar and unsettling. It was the smell of
machines, not built by our kind, their song a low, unwavering hum that
droned from the very heart of the place that had consumed us. The side



of my face stung, pinched by the bag of soiled clothing that was my
pillow for the night. My extremities were sore and numb. The persistent
cold had leached away what heat my last meal could produce, and left
me wanting.

I was born with a degree of night vision, but there was not enough
light to resolve even a single cohesive image before me. I stared into
nothingness. It surrounded me. The air was stale and artificial, dry and
cold over my lips as I drew another shallow breath. I could hear it
billow in and out of the kudu’s lungs where he too had spent the night
on the floor. A small consolation; I was not alone in this forsaken place.

I relived the terrifying climax of the attack that brought us here. Fire
from Isando’s rifle. The frantic dash through the ankle-deep water.
Death grasping at our tails. Scrambling madly to lock ourselves in this
tiny hole in the wall. The pounding of my heart in my chest. All over
again.

How long did I sleep? Was that even a relevant question? I would
wake up tired anyway; the gurney I slept on the night before was cozy
in comparison. The servitude was narrow claustrophobic. A steel door
provided the only portal to the dangers outside. We could only hope
that our hosts were right, that this place was secure.

My pulse had only just started to settle, my muscles still absorbing
the leftover adrenaline that coursed through my frame just moments
before. Licking my dry lips, I could still taste the sick on the fine bristles
under my greying jackal muzzle. I hugged myself in anguish.

“What is this place?” Isando spoke up from somewhere in the dark,
brushing away stray dust from his horns. He was asking the question
that, no doubt, had been eating away at him too. Did I wake him in my
restless sleep? Or was he lying awake the whole time?

After a brief pause he added, “And why are we really here?”
My back muscles punished me as I stretched my neck. The strange

blanket crinkled as it slumped to the floor. I pulled my knees to my
chest and locked my arms around them, turning my face in the general
direction of his voice. Such was my fear; my pointy ears could go no
more flush against my head.

“I thought I knew,” I whimpered, “but now…I have no idea. This
much, I can tell you.” I swallowed hard against the rasp in my throat.



“We, Mammalæ, were never meant to be here. Never.”



PART ONE

//

Bridgend



SWANSONG

“Mammals, I thank you for this opportunity to present our work. I
thank each one of my honors students who made this presentation
possible. May I ask that you direct all correspondence to myself,
Professor M. van Elsburg, Department of Anthropology and History,
Mammalæ University. Right here in Bridgend. I look forward to hearing
from you.”

A lifetime of dedication, research, sweat, even tears, distilled into a
thirty-minute presentation with fifteen slides, presented to an audience
who probably did not care an awful lot. At least they had the decency
not to enter halfway through my session, as they were certainly there to
see a speaker other than myself. I slid my reading glasses into the
pocket of my shirt under my stately gown. Collated my notes in near
silence. I felt a certain despair, briefly looking down across the sea of
emotionless mammal faces that lined Coomber Hall. Parents, students,
prospective students. Colleagues.

A low, forced applause carried me down the stairs and back to my
seat on the floor. “Had my words inspired a single soul?” I wondered as
I rested my file under the wooden bench in front of me. I tucked my tail
under my gown in a dignified manner before sitting down on it. My
scalp itched underneath my cap.

“Thank you, Professor,” the dean, a smartly-dressed anteater said,
turning over a page of the evening’s program. “It is now my pleasure to
welcome Professor Lenasia from the faculty engineering and
metallurgy.”



Even the apathetic feline projectionist in his booth by the stage
seemed more enthusiastic as the greying springbok started talking
about tensile strengths, amalgams, welding, mining, and what-not.
Clearly Lenz was on the money; the audience gobbled up his every
word.

I was gutted. More than ever, I could not wait for the afternoon—and
semester—to die a swift and undignified death.

At the end of the formalities, staff and guests were treated to chicory
and sugary biscuits in the grand foyer that lead to the large hall. The
ceilings were high and stately, the walls adorned with wood and brick.
It smelt of tradition. Prestige. The floor was paved with polished stone.
Crude electrical lighting bathed the surroundings in yellow,
augmenting the dying daylight that streamed in through the huge
skylight. Lively conversation bubbled around steaming, gas-fired urns
as the gathered casually discussed politics, academics, and trade. I
wandered aimlessly, sipping despondently on a cuppa without sugar.
The aroma of cheap caffeine drowned the familiar smells of my
workplace. The scent of a hundred or so unfamiliar bodies swirled
around me and made me miss home.

The hub of staff and outsider interaction was decorated with portraits
of deceased luminaries, paintings and documents of historical interest
behind glass frames. The bronze bust of the city’s oldest resident
formed the centerpiece below the large skylight. It was accentuated by
a slow, trickling water feature, fed by a fountain below the building. If
only that bold lion could see his old town today. What would his
thoughts be?

“Professor van Elsburg.” An unfamiliar voice hijacked my train of
thought. I turned towards the sound, but found myself looking at the
back of the crowd. I had to look down ever so slightly to see whom had
summoned me. Before me stood a smartly-dressed, slightly-overweight
hyrax male. He wore an imposing top hat and supported himself with a
lavishly decorated cane. Clearly someone of importance. Within arm’s
length I noticed that he was accosted by a large German shepherd, also
dressed smartly. The dog, however, remained silent and expressionless.
A bodyguard, perhaps?

“Sir?” I reached out and cautiously took the hyrax’s left paw in my



own.
“Pleased. The name is Oberholzer.” He introduced himself with

certain authority. “I enjoyed your presentation, Professor.”
“It is my pleasure, sir,” I replied, trying to not sound too surprised. “If

you would be interested, we have a discussion on anthropology every
fortnight, right here at the university. Everyone is welcome.”

“Thanks, but no thanks. Please come with us. I would like to speak
with you in private. I will arrange for my driver to take us to my estate.”

“Ok,” I replied, for a moment uneasy. What could possibly relate to
long lost civilizations and artifacts that would necessitate such
confidentiality? And who could this proud creature be?

Sensing my hesitation, the hyrax smiled reassuringly, showing the
crown of a golden tooth. “Do not worry, Professor. I assure you it is a
matter we will both find beneficial.”

I had heard enough. Leaving the cup and saucer on the nearest table,
I followed the duo outside. The dog remained quiet and expressionless,
but his eyes traced my every move with care. And he was never further
than arm’s reach from the hyrax.

//

Outside, it was the tail-end of a warm day in the city, though a
bittersweet day at the end of a hard academic semester for me. Tufts of
magenta streaked high over the darkening silhouettes of the academic
buildings. Tall skyscrapers on the fringes of the university estate cast
long shadows across the dusty plain. It was usually a hive of activity at
twilight. Today it was empty, save for a few nocturnals collecting their
exam scores and guests who had stepped outside for a smoke. A car
stood beside the long row of bicycle rails, not too far from entrance.
Black as night. Polished and imposing. Even the narrow rubber tires
shone. It was a sight one did not see every day in this part of town.

I felt slightly uneasy as the pressed steel door shut beside me. To my
immediate right, the bodyguard, and on the driver side, our host. The
engine snorted to life, spattering a few times as the driver cranked it



with his strong left paw. When the engine idled smoothly, he shifted
into the driver’s seat, slotted the vehicle into gear, and we pulled off,
leaving behind the upper campus in a low cloud of smoke and dust.

We labored through streets crammed with bicycles, pedestrians, and
peddlers. The engine rattled and the clutch grab-grabbed each time we
stopped. The inside of the vehicle smelt of fresh varnish and wood. Not
a word was spoken.

Crossing a rickety steel bridge on stone posts, we worked our way
from the fringes of the city center and into the quieter parts of greater
Bridgend. A few pedestrians gave us looks of contempt as we snorted
by. One or two made gestures with their paws and hooves and shouted
indiscernible obscenities. My host did not seem to care or take any
notice.

Rambling along for a few more minutes, we turned right across the
median and entered a set of massive steel gates. We were now in the
Glen, a very prestigious and exclusive part of town. Clearly I found
myself in the company of someone of extreme wealth. Someone
important? Perhaps someone notorious. It usually meant the same
thing in Bridgend.

With the engine still idling, the driver opened the door for Mr.
Oberholzer first. He then allowed me to step out. We followed the
hyrax past a quaint fountain aside a lofty garden with sculpted
shrubberies. A butler opened a set of enormous wooden doors as we
approached, leading us into a grand foyer. The mansion was colossal
place; every centimeter of it shouted money.

“Welcome home, sir,” the butler greeted, tilting his hat. Mr.
Oberholzer nodded at the labrador in passing. The butler then greeted
me too with a nod, and courteously took my cap and jacket from me.

Still without speaking a word, we proceeded up a velvet-carpeted
wooden staircase and into an opulent lounge where a coal fire burnt.
Mr. Oberholzer took a seat by the fireside and gestured the butler to
come hither. There were many chairs of various heights, but I dared not
sit down. Not just yet. I warmed my paws in front of the cozy fireplace.
It was homely, yet chilly at the same time.

“Do you know who I am, Professor?”
Having had some time to observe the surroundings, I hazarded a



guess. “I believe you are the patriarch of the Bridgend Energy Cartel?” I
iced over as the realization hit home. My tongue was ahead of my mind.
If my suspicions were correct, I found myself in the company of one of
the most influential and notorious mobsters in Bridgend. I was scared
to breathe.

“Indeed,” he said, making no bones about it, “…amongst my many
other ventures. Please, have one.” Mr. Oberholzer beckoned with his
paw. The butler stood by and held out a lavishly decorated wooden box.
He opened it slowly and offered me a cigar.

“Sir, thank you, but I try not to smoke anymore.”
The hyrax lit a large cylinder of tobacco between his lips and puffed

deeply. “Please, I insist,” he scolded. “I have a proposition to make. It is
a tradition in our business, you know.”

Indeed it would be bad etiquette to refuse. And I did not want to
disappoint. If he asked me to roll over and play dead, I would do that
too. I carefully took a cigar from the box. The butler stood by to cut the
end. He then held out a small flame from a tinderbox and allowed me
to fill my lungs with sweet-tasting smoke. Ecstasy. Those were
expensive cigars, made from real rolled tobacco leaves. A pleasure
reserved for only a pawful.

“You may not know this, Professor, but I too have a keen interest in
anthropology. I have read most of your books on the subject.”

“I am…honored, sir. Thanks.”
A meek tea lady, some sort of cross between a whippet and a border

collie, entered the room and placed a tray of steaming tea on the table
by his side.

“Servants, please leave us and shut the door.” He nodded at the
bodyguard, who also turned and left. When the audience had gone, Mr.
Oberholzer sat upright in his chair and his eyes narrowed. He was most
certainly not going to leave me in suspense any longer.

“Let us be frank, Professor. I know about your faculty’s struggle to
keep head above water at the university.”

“It is a terrible shame, sir,” I replied, feeling an uneasy excitement
boiling in my gut. “We have only been able to register five new students
for the next semester. The young of today are not interested in what
they consider a purely academic course.”



“Pity. So, there is a problem,” he said through a stream of smoke.
“And I hazard a guess that the dean mentioned that your department
might close for good?” Suddenly, I dreaded where the conversation was
heading. He knew more than I had initially assumed. As if sensing my
apprehension, he continued speaking. “I may be able to help you. As
you might correctly assume, money is not a big deal to me.

“Of course,” he continued, pointing with his left index digit, “there is
no such thing as a free lunch in this town. There is something I want in
return. Come with me, I would like to show you something that is very
dear to me.” He eased himself from the chair, supporting his weight on
the cane. He gestured me to follow.

After a brief walk down a passage with solid wooden floors and
paintings against the walls, we arrived in an elaborate study. The
carpets were thick and soft under my paws. I loved the feeling. Electric
lighting illuminated everything in a warm, yellow glow. The study smelt
of wood polish and antiquity.

“This is my museum,” he said, proudly spreading his stubby arms.
“See, I also have a pawful of artifacts that I have collected in my time.
All pristinely displayed here. But I was burgled not too long ago.”

“That is awful,” I replied. “I am so sorry to hear that.”
“They knew exactly what they were looking for,” the hyrax continued

as he picked a small jewel box from a display case. “A priceless diamond
ring was left untouched. As was my collection of fine shotguns and
bourbon. No doubt it was the work of a professional. No amateur would
dare set a paw in here without my knowledge, and then steal nothing of
apparent value.”

“May I ask, sir, what did they take?”
He rammed his forefinger down on a dusty wooden box on a table.

“This, Professor. Inside this box was a small concertina file. Almost like
a deck of cards. The sleeves were made of a rubbery, unknown material.
Inside each pocket was a hard, sealed envelope.” The hyrax used both
his paws to indicate the size. About fifteen by twenty-five centimeters.
“On the front of each envelope was printed human writing.”

“What would the purpose of it be?” I asked.
“I don’t know,” came his reply. “I prefer not to tinker much. These

things lose a lot of value if you scratch around. I found it to be in a



pristine condition, and wanted to keep it that way.
“But now, it gets interesting,” he said, closing the box and walking to

another table. “Look here.” I followed to examine what he was looking
at. It was a map. Printed, not drawn. Painfully accurate. The paper
withered with age.

“An old map?”
“Indeed. Take a good look and tell me if you see something

interesting about the map. Any student of anthropology or history
should be able to make the observation I did.”

“May I?”
He nodded. I dug into the pocket in my shirt and took out my

reading glasses and placed them over the bridge of my muzzle. I bent
down over the parchment and studied it carefully. My tail swished and
my ears perked as the uneasy excitement continued to grow.

It appeared to be a map of the known lands, albeit with a receding
water level. Meticulously accurate. I had seen maps like this before.
Some key routes along long-gone roadways were indicated. Most of it
fell outside the lands we have surveyed ourselves.

“Look here,” he pointed impatiently, directing my attention towards
the center of the map. At the foot of a plateau, something was
indicated. It was not a symbol I recognized immediately, though it
seemed to have some significance. Definitely the focus of the map. The
writing on the map meant very little to me. Our understanding of their
writing was still limited to identification of specific symbols, and we
had a vague idea of how the numbering system worked.

“About five months ago, I showed this map to an associate. We
agreed to set up a search party to seek out the location on this map. I
provided the funding and he provided the resources and expertise.

The expedition departed enthusiastically. We estimated that it would
take no more than four days to reach the site. An eight-day round trip.
But to this day, no one has made contact, or returned.”

“The wastelands are dangerous, sir. Perhaps they were attacked?”
“Unlikely,” said the hyrax. “They were armed to the teeth. I was

assured that they were his best mammals. Nothing short of a small
army would be able to stop them. Even if they aborted mission, at least
I would have expected them to provide some sort of rapport.”



I nodded.
“It was not a month after their expected return that I was burgled.

And since then, things have been going south. My servants report being
followed from my estate to their homes. My butler was attacked when
he confronted the mammal following him. We have also had an
unexplained fire at one of our refineries.

“So, to make a long story short,” he said, clearing his throat, “we have
more questions than answers. And I can think of no one more qualified
than yourself to make a second attempt at reaching this place. I want to
know what they found there and how this artifact fits into the puzzle. It
must be something of importance.”

“Why me, sir?”
“You have led a number of expeditions into the wastelands for your

studies. And you certainly have the passion I am looking for. Also, you
know more about the lost civilization than anyone else I trust with this
assignment. Your knowledge might help you to avoid whatever
calamity the last squad ran into.”

“We did not venture very deep,” I fessed up. “Also, sir, with all due
respect, I am an academic. I would be easy pickings for scavengers.”

“You will not go alone,” he assured me. “Through my associate, I will
make sure you are accompanied by a full armed escort.”

This made me immediately uncomfortable. “You are asking a lot, sir.
But your offer is generous.”

“Let me know by tomorrow afternoon. The weekly train to Ashton
leaves from Grand Canal Station at seventeen-hundred fifteen. I will
make sure everything else is taken care of.”

I nodded again.
Mr. Oberholzer then straightened his back and looked me squarely in

the eyes, as intimidating as his tiny hyrax frame allowed him to be. His
collateral, however, more than compensated for this.

“Remember this, Professor. One does not get to where I am in this
town without breaking a few kneecaps. Or making a few mammals
disappear. Not a word to anyone about this. I can make your life very
difficult with little effort on my side. Ne?

I swallowed hard. “Of course, sir.”
“Very well, then. See you or don’t see you. But I sincerely hope you



take my offer. My butler will now show you to the door.”
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